Mitrooper
by ChyTea

ChyTea aka Mitrooper aka Troop has cultivated his skills in art and design for many years to bring us the iconic Mitrooper. Representing the fighting spirit in everyone who has been a “trooper” at some point in life. Mi stands for me, and trooper is within you. The Mitrooper is a protective soul, guarding each individual and the universe. Mitrooper gives hope to the hopeless, courage to the doubtful, and strength to the weak. At the end of each tunnel there is a light. Stay positive. Stay humble. Mitroopers are all around the city reminding you to stay strong because you are a Trooper.
Draw Your Own Mitrooper

Follow the steps 1 through 6 below to draw the Mitrooper character!
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Color in Mitrooper on the next page!

Make sure to share your finished coloring pages and Mitrooper characters with ChyTea @mitrooper1 and Young At Art @youngatartmuseum